Inhibition of the Action of Nonsuppressible Insulin-Like Activity on Isolated Rat Fat Cells by Binding to its Carrier Protein
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ABSTRACT Nonsuppressible insulin-like activity extracted and purified from human serum (NSILA-S) mimics all insulin-like effects in vitro and, after injection, in vivo in the presence of excess insulin antibodies. However, there is no evidence that it exerts acute insulin-like effects in its native form in the circulation, where it is almost completely bound to a specific large molecular weight carrier protein. In this paper we show that partially purified NSILA-S-carrier protein, devoid of endogenous insulin-like activity, inhibits the stimulatory effect of NSILA-S, but not of insulin, on 3-O-methylglucose transport and on lipogenesis from [U-14C]glucose in isolated rat fat cells. Concomitantly, it prevents binding of 125I-labeled NSILA-S to the insulin receptor and to the NSILA-S-binding site.

The following explanation is, therefore, offered for the absence of acute insulin-like effects of native NSILA-S in vivo: In native serum NSILA-S occurs almost exclusively as NSILA-S-carrier complex. According to recent findings the passage of this complex through blood capillaries is restricted. The present results indicate that, in addition, it is metabolically inactive, or, at least, possesses reduced metabolic activity. The well-known phenomenon that whole serum, nevertheless, exerts pronounced nonsuppressible insulin-like effects on adipose tissue in vitro seems, therefore, to be mainly caused by the presence of a large molecular weight insulin-like protein not identical to the NSILA-S-carrier complex.

INTRODUCTION

Nonsuppressible insulin-like activity extracted from human serum by acid–ethanol (NSILA-S)1 (6, 7) mimics all acute metabolic effects of insulin on adipose tissue both in vitro (8) and, after intravenous or intraperitoneal injection, in vivo (8–10) even in the presence of an excess of insulin antibodies. Human whole serum contains ≈200 μU/ml of insulin equivalents not suppressible by insulin antibodies, as measured by the rat fat pad assay (6, 10, 11). A similar amount of NSILA-S can be extracted from whole serum by Sephadex chromatography at acidic pH (10, 12). Despite this large amount of NSILA-S present in the circulation, adipose tissue and muscle are not permanently stimulated. Native NSILA-S, does, therefore, not seem to influence glucose homeostasis in vivo. It has been shown that in native serum NSILA-S is bound to a large molecular weight carrier protein (13–15), which displays a high degree of specificity and affinity for NSILA-S (12–14). Subsequently, the hypotheses have been advanced (a) that the blood capillary bed might constitute a diffusion barrier for the NSILA-S-carrier complex and that the “bioavailability” for NSILA-S at the cell membrane would thus be restricted (13–15) or (b) that the complex was metabolically inactive (15). Evidence in favor of the first concept has recently been presented by Meuli et al. (16). They demonstrated that partially purified NSILA-S-carrier protein, stripped of endogenous NSILA-S, abolished the action of NSILA-S on the perfused rat heart. It also prevented the binding of 125I-labeled NSILA-S to the NSILA-S binding sites, which mediate the metabolic effects of NSILA-S on rat heart muscle (17, 18). However, the possibility could not be excluded

1 Nonsuppressible insulin-like activity extracted from human serum by acid-ethanol and further purified. Partially purified NSILA-S preparations contain a mixture of two polypeptides with nonsuppressible insulin-like activity (1), which have recently been chemically (2–4) and biologically (5) characterized and termed insulin-like growth factors I and II (2). In this paper partially purified preparations will be referred to as NSILA-S.
that, in addition to its restricted capillary permeability, the NSILA-S-carrier complex might also be metabolically inactive. To test this, we measured the metabolic response of isolated rat fat cells to NSILA-S in the presence and absence of partially purified NSILA-S-carrier protein. Isolated rat fat cells are very sensitive to NSILA-S (19) and, in contrast to whole tissue, freely accessible to large molecules. We found that the action of NSILA-S on fat cells and the binding of [125I]-labeled NSILA-S to the insulin and the NSILA-S receptor were inhibited by NSILA-S-carrier protein.

METHODS

NSILA-S preparations

NSILA-S and unlabeled whale insulin (24 U/mg, identical amino acid sequence to porcine insulin) were kindly supplied by Dr. Rindknecht and Dr. Humbel. NSILA-S preparations were standardized in the rat fat pad assay (11) or in the fat cell assay (19) with insulin as the reference. The NSILA-S preparation used for iodination (specific biological activity 200 mU/mg, 65% pure) as well as the iodination procedure were the same as described earlier (20). It contains almost exclusively insulin-like growth factor (IGF) I and 2% IGF II by radioimmunoassay. The binding characteristics of this preparation have been defined previously (12, 13, 20). For the metabolic studies and for determination of nonspecific binding, a NSILA-S preparation with a specific biological activity of 4.5 mU/mg was used to save pure material. It contained a 1:1 mixture of IGF I and II as determined by radioimmunoassay. The specific biological activity of this preparation standardized in the fat cell assay was 6.8 mU/mg, i.e., somewhat higher than in the fat pad assay. The reason for this is a result of the fact that in fat cells IGF II is somewhat more potent than IGF I, whereas both are equipotent in the fat pad assay (5).

Partial purification of NSILA-S-carrier protein

The starting material was an acetone powder from a serum fraction (precipitate B) obtained by a modified Cohn fractionation procedure containing mostly a- and b-globulins (6). 2 g of this material was dissolved in 60 ml of 1 M acetic acid, stirred overnight at 4°C, and centrifuged. The supernate was chromatographed on a 3-liter Sephadex G-200 (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Uppsala, Sweden) column (6 cm diam) in 1 M acetic acid. Specific relative [125I]-labeled NSILA-S binding activities of the fractions were determined in aliquots, dialyzed against 0.1 M phosphate buffer pH 7.0, by the protein-binding assay (12) in the absence and presence of 250 mU/ml of unlabeled NSILA-S. The peak of binding activity eluted between 60 and 80% bed volume. The fractions between 60 and 70% and between 70 and 80% were pooled, ultrafiltered, dialyzed extensively against Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer, and tested in the fat cell assay for intrinsic insulin-like activity.

The 70–80% pool did not contain detectable amounts of intrinsic insulin-like activity and was, therefore, used exclusively in this study. Its protein content was 380 mg/100 ml. In the presence of 150 mU of NSILA-S, 1 mg of the partially purified carrier protein bound 130 mU (Table I) compared to 5 mU bound/mg of protein in whole serum, which already contains 5 mU of endogenous NSILA-S/mg of protein (activities determined in the fat cell assay).

Preparation and incubation of fat cells

Lipid synthesis from [U-14C]glucose. Isolated fat cells from epididymal fat pads of normal male Zbca (formerly Osborne-Mendel) rats, weighing between 100 and 120 g, were obtained by collagenase ( Worthington Biochemical Corp., Freehold, N. J.) treatment according to the method of Rodbell (21). The cells (1.5–2.0 × 10^7) were incubated for 1 h at 37°C in 1 ml of Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer containing 0.2 g/100 ml of human serum albumin (HSA) (Swiss Red Cross, Bern, Switzerland), 20 mg/100 ml of glucose, 0.2 mCi of [U-14C]glucose (Radiochemical Centre, Amersham, England), NSILA-S (as indicated in the figures) and 0.76 mg or no NSILA-S-carrier protein. The carrier protein or buffer (control) had been prerequilibrated with NSILA-S for 2 h at room temperature in 0.4 ml of the same buffer before the cells were added. 14C incorporation into total lipids was determined in 300–500 l aliquots of the cell suspension centrifuged (10,000 g, 20 s, Beckman microfuge B Beckman Instruments, Inc., Fullerton, Calif.) through a layer of dimonyl phthalate (50 l) in 400–50 l microtubes as described by Gliemann et al. (22). The tops of the microtubes that contained the cell layer were cut off and counted for radioactivity in 5 ml of Instagel (Packard Instrument Co., Downers Grove, Ill.) in a beta counter (Tricarb, Packard Instrument Co.).

3-0-methylglucose transport. 3-0-methylglucose transport was measured by the method of Vinten et al. (23) modified as described in detail earlier (19). Briefly, fat cells were preincubated under gentle stirring for 45 min at 37°C in 4 ml of Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer that contained HSA, 1 g/100 ml and 30 mM [U-14C]3-0-methylglucose (20 mCi). The cells were then centrifuged at 500 g through a layer of dimonyl phthalate and rapidly resuspended in 5 ml of the same buffer that contained 30 mM cold 3-0-methylglucose alone (control) and the additions as indicated in Fig. 2. After different time intervals, 300–500 l aliquots were removed and the cells separated from the aqueous phase as described above. The radioactivity recovered from the packed cell layer after 10 min in the presence of 0.7 mU insulin corresponds to the extracellular water space determined with [3H]insulin (24). It was subtracted from all values and the radioactivity extrapolated to zero time as described earlier (19).

Binding studies. The rationale underlying the binding studies described below was derived from earlier experiments, which had indicated that NSILA-S bound to two different sites on the fat cell, to the insulin receptor and to a specific NSILA-S acceptor site different from the insulin receptor (25). Fat cells preincubated with an excess of unlabeled NSILA-S and washed after preincubation had been shown to bind nearly as much [3H]-labeled insulin as cells that had not been preincubated with NSILA-S, whereas binding of labeled insulin in the presence of excess unlabeled NSILA-S decreased. In contrast, binding of [3H]-labeled NSILA-S after preincubation with an excess of unlabeled NSILA-S and subsequent washing of the cells had been found to be reduced as compared to cells not preincubated with NSILA-S, but it had been higher than nonspecific binding. From these and other experiments it had been concluded that NSILA-S bound to the insulin receptor with low affinity and that binding to the latter could, therefore, be easily reversed by washing, whereas binding of NSILA-S to its own receptor could not. The difference between (a) the binding of labeled NSILA-S
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2 Abbreviations used in this paper: HSA, human serum albumin, IGF, insulin-like growth factor(s).
3 Manuscript in preparation.
subsequent to washing the cells after preincubation with unlabeled NSILA-S and (b) the nonspecific binding had been attributed to reflect binding of the NSILA-S tracer to the insulin receptor, from which unlabeled NSILA-S had been removed by prior washing. The following binding studies were, therefore, designed according to the above procedure to examine whether the NSILA-S-carrier protein could block the binding of $^{125}$I-labeled NSILA-S to the insulin receptor of the fat cell.

Fat cells were preincubated for 45 min at 37°C in Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer that contained 1 g/100 ml of HSA together with or without 500 $\mu$g/m of NSILA-S. Binding of $^{125}$I-labeled NSILA-S ($=200,000$ cpm, $=0.7$ $\mu$U) in the absence and presence of 0.38 mg/ml of partially purified NSILA-S-carrier protein was then determined before or after washing the cells three times with 5 ml of Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate-HSA buffer (centrifugation for 20 s at 500 g and room temperature). This second incubation in the presence of the tracer was carried out for 30 min at 37°C in 0.5 ml of the same buffer. Bound and free radioactivity were separated by centrifugation of 300-$\mu$l aliquots of the cell suspension through 50 $\mu$l of dinonyl phthalate in 400-$\mu$l microtubes (10,000 g, 20 s, Beckman microfuge B), and the cell layer on the top was cut off and counted in a gamma counter (Packard Instrument Co.).

Determination of free and bound NSILA-S after equilibration with the carrier protein

To assess how much NSILA-S was bound when added at increasing concentrations to a constant amount of carrier protein, 19, 38, 76, and 152 $\mu$U of NSILA-S were equilibrated for 2 h at room temperature with 0.76 mg of carrier protein and a trace of $^{125}$I-labeled NSILA-S (10,000 cpm, $=0.04$ $\mu$U) in 0.4 ml of Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer that contained 0.2 g/100 ml of HSA. The mixture was then chromatographed on a Sephadex G-50 (medium) column (35 ml bed vol, 1 cm Diam) in 0.15 M ammonium acetate, pH 7.3. This procedure separates carrier-bound from free NSILA-S (Fig. 3). The corresponding fractions were counted for radioactivity, collected, in 2 pools, and lyophilized.

The pool containing the free NSILA-S was dissolved in a small amount (3 ml) of 1 M acetic acid, transferred to a 5-ml plastic vial, relyophilized, taken up in 0.3--1.0 ml of Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer-HSA (0.2 g/100 ml), and counted again for radioactivity. The final recovery was 80--84% of the radioactivity found in the “free NSILA-S pool” immediately after chromatography. NSILA-S was then determined by the competitive protein binding assay, described in detail elsewhere (12), and by the fat cell assay (19).

The lyophilized pool that contained the NSILA-S-carrier complex was dissolved in a small volume (3 ml) of 0.1 M ammonium bicarbonate, transferred to a 5-ml plastic vial, and relyophilized. It was then dissolved in 0.4 ml of 1 M acetic acid and chromatographed on a Sephadex G-50 (medium) column (35 ml bed vol, 1 cm Diam), with 1 M acetic acid. This chromatographic step dissociates the NSILA-S-carrier complex (10, 12) (Fig. 3). The fractions that contained the dissociated NSILA-S were pooled, lyophilized, and taken up in 0.5 ml of Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate-HSA buffer. The final recovery of radioactivity was between 65 and 70% of that eluted with the complex after the first neutral chromatographic step. NSILA-S was then determined in the protein binding (12) and the fat cell assay (19). Protein determinations were carried out by the method of Lowry et al. (26).

RESULTS

Fig. 1 shows the effect of partially purified NSILA-S-carrier protein on lipid synthesis from $[U-{ }^{14}C]$glucose in isolated rat fat cells. On the abscissa of Fig. 1A activities are expressed in insulin equivalents obtained in the fat pad assay; the numbers on the curves give the corresponding insulin equivalents for the fat cell assay as read from Fig. 1B (see Methods). In the presence of 0.76 mg/ml of the carrier protein the NSILA-S dose-response curve is shifted to the right. Whereas 12.5 $\mu$U/ml of NSILA-S (equivalent to 18 $\mu$U/ml in the fat cell assay) elicits a more than half-maximal response in the absence of the carrier, no detectable stimulation of lipid synthesis is seen in its presence. 25 $\mu$U/ml (38 $\mu$U in the fat cell assay), which cause a near-maximal effect in the absence of the carrier result in only 9% stimulation when incubated together with the carrier protein. In sharp contrast, the stimulatory effect of insulin (Fig. 1B) is not affected by the NSILA-S binding protein, and the two dose-response curves are superimposable.

Increasing concentrations of the carrier protein (Fig.

**Figure 1** Stimulation of lipid synthesis from $[U-{ }^{14}C]$glucose in rat adipocytes by (A) increasing concentrations of NSILA-S, (B) by insulin in the absence (closed symbols) and presence (open symbols) of 0.76 mg/ml of partially purified NSILA-S-carrier protein, and (C) by 16.5 $\mu$U/ml of NSILA-S in the presence of increasing concentrations of NSILA-S-carrier protein. 0.4 ml of Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer that contained 1 mg of HSA, 0.1 mg of glucose, 0.2 $\mu$Ci of $[U-{ }^{14}C]$glucose, different amounts of NSILA-S (A) or insulin (B), and 0.76 mg or no (control) binding protein was incubated for 2 h at room temperature to allow for equilibration of NSILA-S binding to the carrier. To all samples that contained NSILA-S, 1 $\mu$l of guinea pig anti-insulin serum (neutralizing capacity 1 mU) was added. Then, 0.6 ml of a fat cell suspension (1.5 x 10$^6$ cells) in the same buffer (without labeled glucose, binding protein, and hormones) was added. Incubation was continued for 1 h at 37°C. 300-$\mu$l aliquots of the cell suspension were centrifuged through dinonyl phthalate and the packed cell layers counted in Instagel in a $\beta$-counter. All values are expressed as percent of maximal stimulation by 100 $\mu$U/ml of insulin (same as for 100 $\mu$U/ml of NSILA-S). 

(A and B) The abscissas give NSILA-S activities in insulin equivalents determined in the fat pad assay. The numbers on the curves of A indicate NSILA-S activities in insulin equivalents of the fat cell assay (see Methods). 

(C) The experimental procedure was the same as in A and B, except that increasing concentrations of the carrier protein were preincubated with a constant NSILA-S concentration (16.5 $\mu$U). All points are the means of triplicates from the same experiment, brackets give the SEM. 
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absence of the carrier protein (Fig. 1A). When the isolated NSILA-S-carrier complex is rechromatographed on Sephadex G-50 at acidic pH, NSILA-S is dissociated from the binding protein and recovered by two completely different assays, the competitive protein binding assay and the fat cell assay. Thus, after binding to and dissociation from the carrier protein NSILA-S still competes effectively with 125I-labeled NSILA-S and it is also still biologically active.

In the experiments shown in Fig. 3 the chromatographic procedure applied above (Table I) was performed with 125I-labeled instead of unlabeled NSILA-S. After equilibration of the binding protein with the tracer and gel filtration on Sephadex G-50 at neutral pH, most of the radioactivity eluted in the void volume (carrier complex). A small amount of radioactivity eluted as free [125I]iodine or 125I-labeled degradation products at around 100% bed volume. This latter peak was also present when 125I-labeled NSILA-S was chromatographed without the binding protein, but the main radioactive peak now appeared at 61% bed volume, the elution volume of free NSILA-S. After isolation of the labeled NSILA-S-carrier complex from the experiment explained in Fig. 3A and rechromatography on Sephadex G-50 at acidic pH, the void volume peak had nearly disappeared, and the main radioactive peak now coincided with the one obtained on acidic chromatography of the free tracer. No radioactivity was detected at 100% bed volume on acidic chromatography of the labeled carrier complex indicating that no measurable degradation of 125I-labeled NSILA-S had occurred during binding, isolation, and dissociation from the carrier protein.

Fig. 4 shows that the NSILA-S-carrier protein does not only prevent the binding of 125I-labeled NSILA-S to the NSILA-S binding site (Fig. 4, column 6), but also to the insulin receptor (Fig. 4, columns 2 and 3). When fat cells are preincubated with an excess of unlabeled NSILA-S (500 μU/ml), extensively washed, and reincubated with 125I-labeled NSILA-S, binding of the tracer is ≈40% (Fig. 4, column 2) of that observed in cells not preincubated with unlabeled NSILA-S (specific binding, Fig. 4, column 1). When the same experiment is carried out in the presence of NSILA-S-binding protein, binding falls from 40 to 0% (Fig. 4, column 3). This means that binding of the tracer now becomes the same as nonspecific binding measured in the presence of an excess of unlabeled NSILA-S together with (Fig. 4, column 5) or without the carrier protein. In the presence of carrier protein alone specific binding is also reduced to zero (Fig. 4, column 6).

1C) cause increasing inhibition of the stimulation of lipid synthesis by a constant concentration of NSILA-S (16.5 μU/ml corresponding to 25 μU/ml in the fat cell assay). At concentrations above 0.76 mg/ml of the carrier the stimulatory effect is completely abolished.

The inhibitory effect of the NSILA-S-carrier protein is also observed on NSILA-S-stimulated 3-O-methylglucose transport (Fig. 2). The time-course of 3-O-methylglucose efflux in the presence of 20 μU/ml (fat pad activity) of NSILA-S and 0.38 mg/ml of the binding protein is comparable to that of ≈5 μU/ml of NSILA-S in the absence of binding protein (not shown). The binding protein does not inhibit the stimulatory effect of 20 μU/ml of insulin.

The results of Table I demonstrate that inactivation of NSILA-S by the carrier protein is, indeed, a result of binding. The activities of NSILA-S determined in the experiment explained in Fig. 1A in the presence of the carrier protein are recovered as nonbound NSILA-S after separation from carrier-bound NSILA-S by neutral Sephadex G-50 chromatography, although the amounts of nonbound NSILA-S measured after this procedure are not exactly the same as those calculated from the experiment in Fig. 1A.
The early NSILA-S puzzling effects were bioavailability. Further in _tein_ (8-10). et Burgi that demonstrated *esis was mol medium (17, 18) protein sites, which mediate *ing in inactive protein, NSILA-S was offered with Freychet. 1251-labeled advanced in _serum_ and skeletal _muscle_4, which has been shown by the work of Meuli et al. (16). They demonstrated that in the presence of partially purified NSILA-S-carrier protein, NSILA-S was metabolically inactive in the perfused rat heart. Furthermore, binding of 125I-labeled NSILA-S to the NSILA-S binding sites, which mediate the effects of NSILA-S on heart (17, 18) and skeletal muscle,4 was reduced when NSILA-S-binding protein was added to the perfusion medium (16). The present work demonstrates that the


**DISCUSSION**

The early observation that native whole serum contains \( \approx 200 \mu U/ml \) of nonsuppressible insulin-like activity as determined in the fat pad in vitro (10, 11) has always been puzzling because there is no evidence whatever that NSILA-S in its native form exerts acute metabolic effects in vivo. In contrast, pronounced insulin-like effects were seen in vivo when NSILA-S, extracted and partially purified from human serum, was injected into animals (8–10). The discovery of a specific carrier protein in serum to which NSILA-S is tightly bound (12–15) offered an explanation for these conflicting findings: In accord with the earlier suggestion of Rasio et al. (27), Bürgi et al. (6), and Froesch et al. (8) the hypothesis was again advanced that the vascular bed constituted a diffusion barrier for the NSILA-S-carrier complex (\( \approx 200,000 \text{ mol wt} \)) (13, 28) and, therefore, restricted its bioavailability. Further support in favor of this hypothesis was raised by the work of Meuli et al. (16). They demonstrated that in the presence of partially purified NSILA-S-carrier protein, NSILA-S was metabolically inactive in the perfused rat heart. Furthermore, binding of 125I-labeled NSILA-S to the NSILA-S binding sites, which mediate the effects of NSILA-S on heart (17, 18) and skeletal muscle,4 was reduced when NSILA-S-binding protein was added to the perfusion medium (16). The present work demonstrates that the NSILA-S-carrier complex is metabolically inactive on isolated fat cells, i.e., in the absence of diffusion barriers (Figs. 1 and 2). This concept is further corroborated by the results presented in Table I. They show (a) that the amount of NSILA-S that is biologically inactivated by the carrier protein, as calculated from Fig. 1A, corresponds reasonably well to the amount that is bound to and can again be dissociated from the carrier complex by acidic gel filtration, and (b) that after dissociation of the NSILA-S-carrier complex the NSILA-S is still biologically active. The validity and effectiveness of the chromatographic procedure that was applied to separate free from carrier-bound NSILA-S and to dissociate the NSILA-S-carrier complex is underlined by the experiment shown in Fig. 3. It further demonstrates, as is also apparent from the results of Table I, that degradation of NSILA-S during binding to its carrier is very unlikely to occur.

In adipocytes NSILA-S has been shown to act via the insulin receptor rather than via the NSILA-S binding site (5, 19, 25). Therefore, the question cannot be answered at the present time whether in rat heart the lack of biological activity of the NSILA-S-carrier complex is caused only by its restricted capillary permeability or to the carrier protein covering the biologically active site of NSILA-S or to both. With respect to the fat cell, however, binding of NSILA-S to its carrier protein apparently results in the loss of its ability to interact with the insulin receptor, which mediates the effects of NSILA-S on adipose tissue (5, 19, 25). This reasoning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NSILA-S added (standardized in fat cell assay)</th>
<th>NSILA-S</th>
<th></th>
<th>Fat cell assay in the presence of carrier protein</th>
<th></th>
<th>NSILA-S recovered after neutral Sephadex chromatography and after acidic chromatography of the NSILA-S-carrier complex</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Apparently neutralized</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fat cell assay</td>
<td>Protein binding assay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Free</td>
<td>Bound</td>
<td>Free</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \mu U )</td>
<td>( \mu U )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>&lt;2</td>
<td>&gt;17</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>38</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>35.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td>19.8</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>49.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>152</td>
<td>25.0</td>
<td>127.0</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>106.0</td>
<td>41.8</td>
<td>87.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Microunits in insulin equivalents of free and apparently neutralized NSILA-S in the presence of carrier protein have been read from Fig. 1B. The separation of free and bound NSILA-S and the dissociation of the NSILA-S-carrier complex by Sephadex chromatography was the same as described in Fig. 3 and in methods. All values have been corrected for losses of activity as followed by the recovery of initially added tracer (see methods).

* NSILA-S not detectable in the fat cell assay.

**TABLE I**

**Recovery of Increasing Concentrations of NSILA-S in the Presence of 0.76 mg of Partially Purified NSILA-S-Carrier Protein before and after Separation into the Free and Bound Form**
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is supported by the experiment of Fig. 4. Evidence has been obtained earlier (25) that after preincubation of fat cells with an excess of NSILA-S, subsequent washing results in rapid dissociation of NSILA-S from the insulin receptor, for which the binding affinity is low (5, 19, 25), but not in rapid dissociation from the NSILA-S binding site. After washing the cells and adding $^{125}$I-NSILA-S, a certain amount of the tracer still binds specifically (Fig. 4, column 2). This amount probably reflects binding to the insulin receptor. It is no longer observed in the presence of the NSILA-S-carrier protein (Fig. 4, column 3). Therefore, the carrier protein appears to block the interaction of NSILA-S with the insulin receptor. In addition, it also blocks binding of NSILA-S to its own acceptor site (Fig. 4, column 6).

These results, however, leave another question to be answered. In native serum, NSILA-S is nearly completely bound to its carrier protein and <2% (2-4 $\mu$U/ml) is present in the free, dissociated form. Why is it, then, that one detects $\approx$200 $\mu$U/ml of nonsuppressible insulin-like activity in unextracted whole serum in the fat pad assay? Recently, Poffenbarger (29) has purified from human serum a large molecular weight (90,000) protein with nonsuppressible insulin-like activity which could not be dissociated into small molecular weight NSILA-S and, therefore, seems to represent a different molecular species, similar to NSILA-P described by Jakob et al. (7). During the past years, we have failed to detect significant amounts of nonsuppressible insulin-like activity in the large molecular weight serum fractions obtained by Sephadex chromatography in 1 M acetic acid, a routine procedure to extract NSILA-S from serum (10, 12). However, when we reinvestigated this discrepancy, we found considerable amounts of nonsuppressible insulin-like activity in large molecular weight serum fractions after acidic Sephadex chromatography, provided that lyophilization of the fractions was replaced by ultrafiltration and extensive dialysis against Krebs-Ringer bicarbonate buffer (30). In accord with earlier observations (7) and with Poffenbarger’s work (29) we were unable to dissociate large molecular weight nonsuppressible insulin-like activity into NSILA-S. Thus, at least two different molecular entities of nonsuppressible insulin-like activity are present in native serum: (a) NSILA-S that is almost completely bound to a specific carrier protein and that can be dissociated
under acidic conditions (10, 12, 15) (the NSILA-S-carrier complex is inactive on rat heart muscle [16] and adipocytes, this paper) and (b) large molecular weight nonsuppressible insulin-like activity that is active on adipose tissue in vitro (29, 30). The latter form seems to account mainly for the nonsuppressible insulin-like activity measured in whole serum by the fat pad assay. As for the NSILA-S-carrier complex, its passage through blood capillaries seems also to be restricted as indicated by the absence of nonsuppressible insulin-like effects of circulating plasma in vivo.

NSILA-S as well as either of its constituents, IGF I and IGF II, promote cell growth (1, 5, 20, 31, 32), stimulate sulfation of cartilage (5, 33, 34), and can be classified as somatomedins (35, 36). In this context, the question will have to be examined next whether or not these effects, which are mediated via specific high affinity cell membrane receptors different from the insulin receptor (5, 20, 34), persist in the presence of the carrier protein. One would expect this to be the case on the basis of the following observations: As first reported by Daughaday et al. (37), whole serum of acromegalic patients stimulates sulfate incorporation into rat cartilage to a significantly greater extent than whole serum of normal subjects, and the latter, in turn, is more active in this assay than whole serum of hypopituitary patients. In contrast, the fat pad assay carried out in these sera measures similar activities (10). After separation of small molecular weight NSILA-S from the binding protein by acidic Sephadex gel filtration, both the sulfation and the fat pad assay detect elevated activities in the small molecular weight extracts of acromegalic sera and decreased activities in those of hypopituitary sera (10). These findings make it appear likely that the sulfation assay does detect carrier-bound NSILA-S, but not large molecular weight nonsuppressible insulin-like activity, which, as reported by Poffenbarger (29), does not appear to be a sulfation factor. Thus, besides the much higher sensitivity towards NSILA-S of tissues concerned with growth as compared with typical insulin target tissues (5, 20, 31, 33), the former may dispose of mechanisms to extract NSILA-S from its binding protein. These two characteristics would also provide an explanation why, despite its limited capillary permeability, the NSILA-S-carrier complex is active on growing tissues in vivo.
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